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  Dean S.   Keeble  ,   *      Emma R.   Barney  ,     David A.   Keen  ,     Matthew G.   Tucker  ,     Jens   Kreisel  , 
    and   Pam A.   Thomas  

Bifurcated Polarization Rotation in Bismuth-Based 
Piezoelectrics
  AB O 3  perovskite-type solid solutions display a large variety of structural and 
physical properties, which can be tuned by chemical composition or external 
parameters such as temperature, pressure, strain, electric, or magnetic 
fi elds. Some solid solutions show remarkably enhanced physical properties 
including colossal magnetoresistance or giant piezoelectricity. It has been 
recognized that structural distortions, competing on the local level, are key 
to understanding and tuning these remarkable properties, yet, it remains a 
challenge to experimentally observe such local structural details. Here, from 
neutron pair-distribution analysis, a temperature-dependent 3D atomic-
level model of the lead-free piezoelectric perovskite Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 TiO 3  (NBT) is 
reported. The statistical analysis of this model shows how local distortions 
compete, how this competition develops with temperature, and, in particular, 
how different polar displacements of Bi 3 +   cations coexist as a bifurcated 
polarization, highlighting the interest of Bi-based materials in the search for 
new lead-free piezoelectrics. 
  1. Introduction 

 Piezoelectrics, i.e., materials with coupled electric and strain 
fi elds, fi nd industrial usage in a wide range of applications. [  1  ,  2  ]  
Most commercial piezoelectric devices use lead-based solid 
solutions such as PbZr 1− x  Ti  x  O 3  (PZT) or Pb(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 ) 1− x  Ti  x  O 3  
(PMN-PT) that undergo a compositionally driven phase tran-
sition from rhombohedral (R) to tetragonal (T) symmetry, via 
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a much discussed transitional region 
called the morphotropic phase boundary 
(MPB). [  1  ]  It has been recently shown [  3  ]  that 
the average structure of the MPB in PZT 
and similar materials can be described in 
monoclinic symmetry, which allows for a 
continuous polarization rotation from R 
to T through a monoclinic plane, leading 
to an electrically soft material. The phase 
transition via such a polarization rotation 
has generally been considered to be at the 
origin of the high piezoelectric response, [  4  ]  
although other nanodomain-based mecha-
nisms are proposed. [  5  ]  

 A growing concern regarding the tox-
icity in lead-containing devices, and thus 
their environmental impact, has triggered 
a considerable interest in lead-free piezo-
electrics. [  6  ,  7  ]  Because of its electronic simi-
larity with Pb 2 +  , the “lone-pair” cation Bi 3 +   
appears as a natural replacement candidate 
and, in some Bi 3 +  -based perovskites, produces a similarly large 
ferroelectric polarization. Bismuth perovskites are often diffi -
cult to stabilize at ambient pressure because of the small size 
of the Bi 3 +   ion, for instance both BiCrO 3  and BiMnO 3  require 
high-pressure synthesis, and this diffi culty has hampered wider 
investigations and understanding. Thus the majority of studies 
have focussed on only two stable materials: the multiferroic 
bismuth ferrite BiFeO 3  with a reported strain-driven MPB in 
thin fi lms, [  8  ]  and Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 TiO 3  (NBT), which presents a high 
piezoelectric response [  9  ]  when doped with Ba 2 +  . Beyond the 
simple idea of replacing Pb 2 +   with a similar cation, an attrac-
tive attribute of bismuth-containing perovskites is the observed 
disinclination of Bi 3 +   to produce a particular distortion, sug-
gesting a particularly adaptive chemical bond. [  10  ]  Whereas in the 
absence of any external stimuli, Pb 2 +   will undergo a tetragonal 
distortion (as in PbTiO 3  or PbVO 3 ), there are examples of Bi 3 +   
being accommodated in rhombohedral symmetry (BiFeO 3 ), [  11  ]  
triclinic and orthorhombic symmetry (BiMnO 3 ), [  12  ]  or mono-
clinic symmetry (BiCrO 3 ) [  13  ]  at ambient conditions. This chem-
ical richness is underlined by reports of an unusually large 
number of competing structures of similar energy in strained 
BiFeO 3  thin fi lms [  14  ]  or BiFeO 3  crystals at high pressure. [  15  ]  

 Within this context, we have chosen to investigate in detail 
Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 TiO 3  (NBT), a starting material for numerous NBT-
based lead-free piezoelectrics, [  7  ]  some of which surpass even 
the properties of PZT. [  16  ]  On the average scale, NBT undergoes 
a thermally driven phase transition sequence from a room 
185wileyonlinelibrary.com
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temperature rhombohedral structure to a peculiar tetragonal 
symmetry [  17  ]  at 528 K, and further at 800 K to a cubic struc-
ture. [  18  ]  More recently some evidence for long-range non-
rhombohedral distortions has been discussed. [  19  ,  20  ]  Importantly, 
the local structure of NBT shows signifi cant nano-scale devia-
tions from the average structure, as for instance observed by 
diffuse scattering, [  21  ]  extended X-ray absorption fi ne structure 
(EXAFS) [  22  ]  or transmission electron microscopy. [  23  ,  24  ]  However, 
to date, there is no understanding of the local competing inter-
actions: in order to explain the remarkable piezoelectric proper-
ties, we need to understand how these interactions determine 
the average structure, and infl uence phase sequences. Here, 
we aim to establish a 3D atomic-level model of NBT in order 
to provide a better understanding of its unusual structural 
and physical properties. Given the importance of bismuth in 
a number of functional oxides, including the model multifer-
roic BiFeO 3 , [  25  ]  we specifi cally focus on the Bi 3 +   environment 
in terms of the size and direction of polar displacements on a 
local level. 

 For our investigation into the complex atomic arrangement 
we have conducted a neutron total scattering experiment. Neu-
tron scattering presents the advantage over X-ray scattering or 
TEM that the light oxygen atoms contribute signifi cantly to 
the overall scattering intensities, which is important given that 
oxygens form the perovskite connectivity: the octahedral net-
work provides the reference frame for the calculation of local 
cation displacements. The strength of total scattering lies in 
the fact that it includes both Bragg scattering, which provides 
information on the average structure, and diffuse scattering, 
which is characteristic of short- and medium-range order. [  26  ]  
The common method used to analyse total scattering data is 
by studying its Fourier transform, yielding the pair distribution 
function (PDF), which expresses in real space the probability 
of fi nding two atoms separated by a distance  r . In NBT such a 
total PDF is the weighted sum of ten constituent atom-specifi c 
“partial” PDFs, which we have extracted via structural modelling 
6

     Figure  1 .     Pair distribution function (PDF) data from Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 TiO 3  (NBT) and comparison to 
average structure. a) The PDF data at 10 K (blue); 298 K (green); 473 K (orange) 766 K (red); 
and two simulated G(r) from the room-temperature Rietveld-refi ned structures in rhombo-
hedral [  18  ]  and monoclinic [  20  ]  symmetry, (black), demonstrating the absence of the peaks at 
2.2 Å and 3.2 Å in the average Rietveld structures. b) Short  r  partial g(r) for Na-O (blue), Bi-O 
(orange), Ti-O (black) and O-O (red) correlations, as calculated using RMC modelling of the 
data, along with the observed total G(r) and fi t from the modelling, demonstrating the disparity 
between the local environment of sodium and bismuth.  
using the Reverse Monte-Carlo (RMC) 
algorithm RMCProfi le .  [  27  ]  Generally speaking, 
the PDF technique has been shown to be a 
powerful probe of average local structural 
details, [  26  ,  28  ]  able also to guide and coun-
tercheck ab initio calculations. [  29  ]  In the 
present case, we built as a starting model a 
 > 7000 atom supercell, based on the Rietveld-
refi ned average structure at each temperature, 
which has then undergone a large number of 
RMC iterations against the experimental PDF 
data (see Supporting Information).   

 2. Results 

 In a fi rst step, we compare in  Figure    1  a 
the experimental neutron PDFs obtained 
for NBT at four different temperatures of 
10, 298, 473 and 766 K, to PDFs simulated 
from two reported average structures of rho-
mbohedral [  18  ]  and monoclinic [  20  ]  symmetry. 
The overall form of the PDF is at fi rst sight 
wileyonlinelibrary.com © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag 
similar for the simulated and experimental PDFs, particularly 
for distances longer than 3.5 Å and for the negative feature 
around 2 Å, which arises from the Ti–O bond in the TiO 6  octa-
hedra. However, there is signifi cant disagreement in the region 
from 2 to 3.5 Å, where the average-structure simulated PDFs 
give one broad positive peak while the experimental PDFs show 
a fi ne structure of additional features at 2.2 Å and 3.2 Å, together 
with a sharpened main peak at 2.77 Å. Considering the atomic 
arrangement in a perovskite structure, we conclude that the 
extra features are due to either Bi-O or the Na-O correlations. 
Inspection of the Bi-O and Na-O partial PDFs in Figure  1 b, 
obtained from the atomic model, suggests that the Bi-O corre-
lations account for the low- r  shoulder at 2.2 Å, in agreement 
with previous Bi 3 +   EXAFS studies, [  22  ]  while the 3.2 Å shoulder 
contains contributions from both Na-O and Bi-O correlations. 
The comparison of the experimental PDFs with the average 
structure PDFs thus confi rms that the local structure of NBT is 
signifi cantly different from the average structure and suggests 
that this difference mostly relates to the  A -site of the  AB O 3  
perovskite structure.  

 In order to identify and analyse the element-specifi c local 
structural details we turn in more detail to the structural models 
from the RMC fi tting. The so-obtained models were statistically 
analysed in order to identify the direction (symmetry) and size 
of atomic displacements of each Na, Bi and Ti-cation from the 
centroid of the surrounding oxygen polyhedral cage. 

 We fi rst present in  Figure    2   the outcome of this statistical 
analysis for the direction of displacement by plotting them in 
the form of a stereographic projection. This is a convenient way 
to distinguish displacements along a rhombohedral (R here-
after, 〈111〉 pseudo cubic ), tetragonal (T, 〈001〉 pc ), orthorhombic (O, 
〈110〉 pc ) direction, or within a monoclinic (M, {110} pc ) plane. 
Our analysis shows that the Ti-cations are, even in the high-
temperature phase, displaced predominantly along rhombo-
hedral 〈111〉  pc   directions (see Figure S1, Supporting Informa-
tion), which is reminiscent of BaTiO 3  (ref.  [  30  ] ). The situation 
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 185–190
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     Figure  2 .     A-site displacement directions. a) Schematic of the key symmetry-defi ning displacement directions in pseudo-cubic perovskites: tetragonal 
symmetry is defi ned by displacements along 〈100〉 pc -type directions (T, red squares), orthorhombic by 〈110〉 pc  directions (O, blue circles), rhombohe-
dral by 〈111〉 pc  (R, black hexagon); monoclinic by {110} pc  planes (M, one of which is highlighted in green), and triclinic elsewhere. b,c) Stereographic 
projections of bismuth (b) and sodium (c) displacements from the centroid of the individual coordination polyhedra. The intensity of the contours 
is proportional to the number of individual displacements that lie close to that direction. The rhombohedral polar direction is highlighted as a white 
hexagon in each panel, and the relevant monoclinic plane is highlighted as the white solid line.  
is fundamentally different for the displacements of the Bi 3 +   and 
Na  +   atoms, which signifi cantly change over the four investigated 
temperatures: i)  T   =  10 K: at low temperature, both the sodium 
and the bismuth displace predominantly along the [111]  pc   direc-
tion, although with a small distribution of directions in the 
monoclinic plane (Figure  2 b,c). Since the Ti-cations displace 
along the same rhombohedral direction, there is a long-range 
concerted distortion that invokes the rhombohedral structure, 
as assigned by previous authors. [  31  ]  ii)  T   =  298 K: when the 
temperature is increased the intensities of both the bismuth 
and the sodium smear out along the monoclinic plane. The 
bismuth displacements are characterized by two semi-distinct 
points, one directed in the monoclinic plane (hereafter denoted 
Bi (I) ) and the other one approaching the orthorhombic [011] pc  
direction (denoted Bi (II) ). Bi (I) , the more populated displacement 
direction, points towards [1 0.41 0.41] pc , which, interestingly, is 
closely parallel to the displacement direction calculated from the 
recently proposed room-temperature monoclinic structure. [  20  ]  
By contrast, the sodium displace within the monoclinic plane 
© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 185–190
with no visible preference for a specifi c direction. iii)  T   =  473 K: 
the splitting of the two predominant bismuth positions Bi (I)  
and Bi (II)  becomes more pronounced with increasing tempera-
ture, showing now two well-separated displacements of equiv-
alent weight inside the monoclinic plane. We note that these 
two monoclinic displacements approach the R- and T-points: 
directions which are already predominantly adopted by the Na  +   
cations. iv)  T   =  766 K: now, the Bi 3 +   displacements point along 
a single T-direction, with little smearing. The sodium displace-
ment directions are more disordered than the corresponding 
bismuths, as emphasised by the less intense features in the ste-
reographic projection, most likely because of the small size of 
their displacements.  

 Now armed with this local view of the structure, we recall 
that the average structure at 10, 298 and 473 K is, to a good 
approximation, rhombohedral, [  31  ]  while the 766 K average 
structure is tetragonal. [  18  ]  To investigate the average structure 
of our disordered model, we calculate the mean polar bismuth 
displacement, which at 10, 298 and 473 K is inclined from the 
187wileyonlinelibrary.combH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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     Figure  3 .     Temperature evolution of the A-site local environment. a) Schematic of the two polarization rotations within the perovskite structure seen 
as a function of temperature, from 10 K (blue) to 766 K (red). The contours are taken from the stereograms in Figure  2 , projected onto the surface 
of a prototypic cube. The arrows denote predominant displacement directions. b) Density plots of displacement vectors for Na  +   and Bi 3 +   at various 
temperatures, with isosurfaces showing contours at 75% of normalised density. The panels are rotated such that the Rietveld-refi ned polar directions 
are all along  + z, therefore the horizontal slice is normal to the polar direction (i.e., normal to [001] pc  at 766 K; normal to [111] pc  at lower temperatures) 
and crosses the polar direction at  z  =   0. The mean displacement is bisected in these images by the red, 0.5 Å long crosshairs.  
[111] direction by less than 2.5 °  (see Table S1, Supporting Infor-
mation). This observation confi rms that the average structure 
can indeed be described by a rhombohedral model and that 
the local structure observed here is entirely consistent with the 
reported average structure. Similarly for the high-temperature 
model, the observed average structure is tetragonal, i.e. the four 
Ti rhombohedral displacement directions (see Figure S1, Sup-
porting Information) lead to an average tetragonal distortion, 
opposed in direction to the overall polar direction, as defi ned by 
the strong bismuth distortions. 

 Further to the direction of displacement, the analysis of the 
RMC modelling also allows identifi cation of the real-space dis-
tributions of the size of displacements.  Figure    3  a shows a plot of 
the density of displacements, where the middle cross indicates 
the position of the mean displacement. The shapes of these sur-
faces confi rm that as the temperature is increased the distribu-
tions of the displacements become more anisotropic, appearing 
more elongated away from the polar axis than along it. The com-
parison of the two  A -site species shows that Bi 3 +   is signifi cantly 
more displaced along the polar direction than Na  +   (Bi: 0.131 to 
0.285 Å, Na: 0.080 to 0.142 Å) at all investigated temperatures. 
Whilst this is in agreement with common crystal-chemistry 
knowledge for the chemically very different A-site cations, its 
direct experimental observation in a scattering experiment is, 
we believe, a fi rst, particularly given that the starting model con-
tained sodium and bismuth with identical local structures.  
wileyonlinelibrary.com © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag G
 Altogether, the analysis of the direction and size of cation 
displacements shows that the local structure of NBT is charac-
terised by competing structural distortions between both the 
varying symmetries on the  A -site and the rhombohedral sym-
metry of the Ti-cations; and also between distinct displacements 
on the  A -site (Na vs. Bi and Bi (I)  vs. Bi (II) ). 

 The most extraordinary feature of our analysis is the coexist-
ence of two dominating directions of bismuth cation displace-
ment, particularly at higher temperatures within the rhombo-
hedral phase. The stereographic projections in Figure  2  show 
that both directions are confi ned to a monoclinic plane, but 
it is interesting to observe that the two displacements actu-
ally counter-rotate through this plane as the temperature is 
increased. As a consequence, neither a polarization-rotation nor 
a co-existence model can entirely explain the phase sequence, 
but rather two co-existing polarization rotations are necessary: 
we refer to this as bifurcated polarization rotation. The rota-
tion of polarization with temperature is illustrated in Figure  3 b 
as extracted contours from the stereographic projections. It is 
important to realize that the two rotation-paths involve different 
phase sequences for which we have snapshots at four tempera-
tures. Figure  3 a illustrates that the rotation of Bi (I)  starts close to 
 R  and then rotates at 298 and 473 K through a single monoclinic 
segment towards  T . This monoclinic segment has been earlier 
termed [  32  ]   M A   and allows for a continuous second order-type 
rotation with the temperature phase sequence R  →  M A   →   T , 
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 185–190
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analogous to the morphotropic phase boundary sequence in 
highly piezoelectric lead-based perovskites. By contrast, Bi (II)  
starts close to  R  in a different monoclinic segment denoted 
 M B  , [  32  ]  rotates towards O, then into an equivalent  M B   segment 
before fi nally adopting a tetragonal T displacement, leading to 
a R  →  M B   →   O   →  M B  ( → ) T phase sequence. Although the 
limited number of available snapshots does not allow contin-
uous following of all details of the Bi (II)  rotation (namely the 
transition M B   →  T), it is observed that Bi (I)  and Bi (II)  undergo 
different transition sequences, leading to complex nano- or 
microstructures at 298 and 473 K. The observation of a complex 
birefringence [  33  ]  in NBT, including the recent observation of an 
optical isotropization, pinpointed as occuring just before the 
entrance into the tetragonal phase, [  34  ]  support the suggestion of 
a locally biphasic transition such as that observed here.   

 3. Discussion 

 We believe that the coexistence of Bi (I)  and Bi (II) , and thus two 
distortions, within the same phase arises from two factors: fi rst, 
both distortions are very close in energy; and second, the material 
inherently manifests both local random electric fi elds (because 
of the Na  +  /Bi 3 +   charge difference) and random elastic fi elds 
(because of the different size and shape of BiO 12  and NaO 12 ) (see 
Figure S2, Supporting Information). This situation is reminiscent 
of the competing and energetically similar monoclinic structures 
in BiFeO 3 , the actual state of which can be driven by slight dif-
ferences of strain in thin fi lms, [  8  ,  14  ]  and is consistent with recent 
observations of multiple disorder types. [  24  ]  For NBT, the obvious 
way to tune this local structural competition is by chemical sub-
stitution, which allows variation of both local electric and elastic 
fi elds, which in turn is expected to have a signifi cant impact on 
the physical properties. With this in mind, it is now interesting 
to consider some of the numerous solid solutions that have been 
investigated in the literature. When NBT is doped by barium, a 
cation with a different 2 +  charge and a  ≈  20% larger ionic size 
than sodium or bismuth, a large enhancement of piezoelectric 
properties is observed, [  9  ]  in contrast to the isovalent substitution 
in (Na 1−x K x ) 0.5 Bi 0.5 Ti 0.5 O 3 . Interestingly, it has been shown [  16  ]  
that more complex solid solutions like Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 TiO 3 -BaTiO 3 -
K 0.5 Na 0.5 NbO 3 , which also modifi es the charges and sizes on 
 B -sites, display to date the most enhanced piezoelectric proper-
ties in NBT-based materials. This further underlines the impor-
tance of the  B -site cation in infl uencing the bismuth direction of 
displacement, a point which is worthy of more attention. 

 Bifurcated directions of bismuth displacement coexist in 
NBT, underlining bismuth’s ability to adopt different types of 
polarization directions in perovskites: these can then be tuned 
by chemical substitution to modify the local electric and elastic 
fi elds. This structural softness is an important property sought 
in piezoelectric materials and this observation should motivate 
crystal chemists to overcome the inherent synthesis diffi cul-
ties in bismuth-based materials, both perovskite and other, in 
the search for new high-performance lead-free piezoelectrics. The 
PDF-based approach presented here is widely applicable to the 
study of other complex perovskites and has the potential to 
reveal either completely unknown or suspected-but-unproven 
structural competitions on the local level.   
© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GAdv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 185–190
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 4. Experimental Section  
 Sample Fabrication : A polycrystalline sample of Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 TiO 3  was 

produced following the method prescribed elsewhere, [  17  ]  after which the 
powder was reground and sieved to a particle size of  < 10  μ m.  

 Neutron Total-Scattering Data Collection : Total scattering patterns 
were collected at a range of temperatures using the neutron time-
of-fl ight diffractometer GEM [  35  ]  at the ISIS pulsed neutron spallation 
source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxfordshire, UK. High quality 
data were obtained to a Q of  ≈ 40 Å  − 1 , and were reduced and corrected 
for attenuation, inelasticity effects, multiple scattering and background 
using standard Gudrun and ATLAS [  36  ]  software. The corrected total 
scattering structure factors,  F(Q) , were then Fourier transformed and 
normalised to give the total radial distribution function,  G ( r ). [  37  ]   

 Reverse Monte Carlo Refi nement : Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) 
modelling was implemented using the package RMCProfi le .  [  27  ,  38  ]  Initial 
iterations of the algorithm were performed whilst fi tting just the  G ( r ) 
and  F ( Q ) data (i.e., with no Bragg profi le data) [  39  ]  with bond valence sum 
constraints [  40  ]  and realistic distance window constraints, to ensure the 
general perovskite connectivity was maintained. Once this refi nement 
had converged, fi nal models were produced by additionally fi tting the 
Bragg profi le data, with an increased weighting of the  F ( Q ) data. In 
order to improve the statistics of the results, each temperature’s data 
were modelled 120 times.   

 Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.  
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